
WHITEPAPER
“A revolution in investment construction and management on a decentralized 

blockchain platform”

Investing in build up and managing a sports club is easier than ever. Create, 
propose new ideas and new directions by voting and monetizing the 

performance of the clubs you invest in.

DIVERSIONDAO



The core value that DiversionDAO brings to the Blockchain community is based 

on the DAO protocol

DiversionDAO offers the opportunity to become a potential investor for sports 

projects in our ecosystem as a shareholder when holding a sufficient amount of 

DIVER tokens. The voting permission is held even when the token is staking in 

the Staking-Earn system.

With investor protection and support features. The DiversionDAO platform 

supports all Blockchain-based sports communities.

• Use $DIVER to Staking

• Vote permission for a project to develop on the DiversionDAO system

• Invest in new projects via DiversionDAO’s Launchpad

• Support new Sports Communities

• Meeting at the sports matches

• The sports souvenir market

DiversionDAO aims to change the world through financial, technical and cognitive 

efforts - ultimately creating a new field of investment.

OUR MISSION



DiversionDAO creates a large platform for everyone in both the sports and esports. 

The DiversionDAO ecosystem features towards consensus and maximum risk 

control. Investors, users and beneficiaries all have full control over their assets.

BASIC FEATURES

Decentralized multi-chain support platform from the Crypto world to the 

real world. Unlimited any sports, any Fan token.

Privately Allocation

Meeting on matches

Specialized sport 
communityVote on DAO

NFT marketplace

token Staking

Souvenir Market Launchpad platform



Staking on DiversionDAO  

Stake and Earn, the property is expanding forever

In the early stage of development. We allow investors to stake their 
tokens on our Staking system. This creates trust and a strong link 
between the investor and the developer team. In addition to APY 
rewards, the voting permission on DAO is held even when the token is 
staking in the Staking-Earn system.

Each pool can be farmed for 21 days with flexible APY up to 6800%. The 
early investors won't need to worry about interest, safety, and long-term of 
our project

Diver Launchpad

The platform to launch the Fan token projects

Specialized launchpad supports the development and launch of voting 
Fantoken projects initiated by shareholders in the DiversionDAO 
ecosystem. We aim to be focused and specialized in an ecosystem. 
Investors are always protected from the great risks of venture capital 
when they comply with the rules.

What about the specific features and roadmap that will be updated in 
Whitelist version 2



Private
Invest in new projects 
via DiversionDAO's 

Launchpad with private 
allocation

Support
Support new Sports 

Communities building 
on our ecosystem. 
Athletes were more 
easily accessible to 
fans and vice versa

Marketplace
Shareholders holding 
a sufficient number 

of DIVER have 
additional benefits in 

the Marketplace

Other options
The ultimate support 

platform for a group of 
sports investors on a 

Blockchain-base
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TOKEN VESTING

CEX Listing 5% - LOCK 1 MONTH

Presale 30% - UNLOCK AT TGE

Liquidity 15.3% - LOCK 12 MONTHS

Ecosystem 15% - LOCK 2 MONTHS

Staking 12.7% - TGE 10%, VESTING 9 MONTHS (10% PER MONTH)

Developer + Team 5% - TGE 10%, 24 MONTH VESTING (3.75% PER MONTH)

Marketing 10% - TGE 20%, VESTING 24 MONTHS (3.3% EVERY MONTH)

Private 7% - TGE 70%, REMAINING 30% COMPLETE PAYING AFTER 24 HOURS

EcosystemLiquidityPresale PrivateDEV  Marketing Staking CEX  
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Developer team building 
Uni�cation of ideas  
Website design  
Building smart contract 
Looking for the Angel Investor
Release website and whitepaper
Private Sale 
Community building 
Team KYC 
Contract Audit
Start marketing plan

Q2 - 2022 

Partnership  
In�uencers marketing  
Pinksale IDO  
Pancakeswap Listing  
AMA activities  
 Release Staking system   
Launching marketing on Youtube   
Twitter Marketing Campaign   
CMC/CG Listing   
Launch DAO ecosystem   

Q3 - 2022 

Q4 - 2022

Launchpad building start
Kucoin listing
More partnership
Implement real activities
Update new Roadmap

Synthesis Shareholders ideas
Vote on DAO system
Raise capital from Shareholder 
Building voted project
Pre-launch marketing

ROADMAP

DIVERSIONDAO



DIVERSIONDAO
THANK YOU!

https://diversiondao.com
Contact: marketing@diversiondao.com

DIVERSIONDAO


